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Abstract: Sarcasm detection plays a vital role in Sentiment analysis and sentiment classification as the occurrence of sarcasm in an input text may drive Sentiment Analysis job in different (Wrong) classification. Our research work aims in sarcasm detection using basic ML approaches like Naïve Bayes and SVM. Understanding the importance of each model and its merits and combining them accordingly. This work majorly aims at building a hybrid model which leads to better accuracy which will help readers for better decision making.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sentiment analysis is the process of studying people’s opinions and emotions majorly using language clues. But this job becomes challenging due to presence of sarcasm. In sarcastic text, people express their negative sentiments using positive words. This fact drives sentiment analysis in reverse direction unless it is specifically taken into account[1]. Sarcasm is usually a clever embedding in text that makes sarcasm detection such a challenging task. Understanding the context of a sentence with appropriate model becomes very important for sarcasm detection. It helps in determining the sarcasm hidden in the text. Sarcasm detection has thus turned into one of the most complex task in Natural language processing. Rule based approach though works really well in some cases has limited performance and is specific to particular data. Machine learning algorithms works better in such cases with right amount of feature engineering and text pre-processing. It is said that most of success in solving Natural language processing problems lies in text pre-processing[2]

II. RELATED WORK

Analysis and that’s why it has become one of the top priorities of researchers in NLP. According to Rathan K & Suchithra R[2017], including a combined approach of hyperbole, emoticons, lexical analysis, contrast, we can achieve better accuracy in comparison to usage of only linguistic features. The paper also concentrated on Naïve Bayes approach for feature extraction and classification. Some new patterns have been introduced in this paper, which is a combinational and sequential logic scheme for twitter data sarcasm detection.

For hybrid approach upper level and lower level features are terminated for decision control and classification of data. If we want to analyse the exact opinion of the user about a certain thing, Sarcasm detection is very significant. Shubhodip Saha, Jainath Yadav and Prabhat Ranjan have proposed a sarcasm detection method [7] where they used Text Blob package from NLTK for preprocessing. Tokenization, Parsing, POS tagging and Removal of stop words are the steps involved as part of preprocessing. Polarity finding and subjectivity of tweets is done using rapid miner. Using Weka tool, the accuracy of tweets is calculated based on Naïve Bayes and SVM classifiers. In a Study of Sarcasm Detection Algorithms by Lohita and Sivaprakasam, useful information can be extracted from popular phrases containing hashtags, tags using @ and other short hand notations using lexical analyser. Fuzzy procedures can be merged to predict the polarity of the statements [8]. Here presence of the term, frequency of the term and inverse document frequency features are considered for feature extraction. Lexicon and statistical methods are used for feature selection.SVM, Dictionary based approach, Lexicon based approach, Corpus based approach, and supervised methods as well as semi-supervised methods are used for detection algorithms. Various challenges in sarcasm detection are also mentioned in this paper. Sarcasm detection in online review text [9] makes use of SVM and Neural Networks for detecting sarcasm using lexical, pragmatic, linguistic incongruity and context incongruity feature. Comparison and performance of SVM and Neural Network is mentioned in the paper. It also considers the cross domain sarcasm detection. The investigational outcomes indicate the reliability of the method. By considering all the related work we are proposing own hybrid approach for sarcasm detection.

III. TEXT PRE-PROCESSING

Text pre-processing plays an important role in any Natural language processing problem. Some major ways of text processing are,

A. Text cleaning (removal of non-ascii characters)

Some characters which do not contribute prediction or others which are not ascii characters and can’t be tokenised for feature selection. Removal of null values and unnecessary white spaces and tabs also comes under noise removal of text. Removing of pictorial representations like emojis by either replacing them with appropriate or equivalent text or removing them from the sentence is important.
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B. Stop Word Removal
Stop words are those which don’t contribute to training of an ML model for prediction purposes.

C. Stemming
Word endings which don’t contribute to the semantic understanding of the sentences should be removed as they don’t contribute meaningfully in sarcasm detection and will take up a lot of training time. This extra unnecessary data might also lead to overfitting in certain cases.

IV. FEATURE SELECTION
Feature detection or selection becomes as important as text pre-processing. The performance of any machine learning algorithm depends on the features selected.

Text has mainly four categories of features namely Lexical, Pragmatic, Linguistic and Context features. In this work we have considered only Lexical and Pragmatic features as other two are exceeding our scope of work.

A. Lexical features
N grams feature analysis is usually used in NLP tasks. Unigrams also play an important role in determining the lexical importance of the text.

A glossary of words is created with unigrams which contains all the possible words present in these sentences. The count of every word in the sentence becomes its feature value and is a successful indicator of sarcasm detection.

According to the research conducted among N grams, unigrams, bigrams and trigrams, n-grams worked better with sarcasm detection.

B. Pragmatic features
Pragmatic features are detection of features from the language that is not directly spoken. Number of Capital Letters, Number of Emoticons, Number of Slang Expressions and Number of Punctuation Marks can also become features that can successfully indicate sarcasm. Capital letter can be used by the user to indicate the impact of the word in the sentence which in turn indicate sarcasm. Number of emoticons present in each text indicate the amount of positive or negative emotion present in the text which in turn helps in sarcasm detection. Number of slang expressions like “lmoo”, “lol” are also indicators of sarcasm and is a good feature for sarcasm detection. Higher the number of punctuations more likely it is to be sarcastic.

V. TF-IDF VECTORISATION
TF-IDF Vectorization Computes the (query, document) similarity. It has two parts

A. 1. TF Score (Term Frequency)
If considered each document to be glossary of words. Term frequency is the count of that particular word in bag of words. A word which occurs 100 times may not be a useful one for sarcasm detection, word like “lol” which occurs only once and plays a major role in sarcasm detection. There for term frequency alone cannot become a successful feature.

B. IDF Score (Inverse Document Frequency)
For weighting and ranking, we want to make use of the frequency of the term in the collection. Sometimes the rare terms convey more meaningful information than frequent terms. The number of documents in which a particular word occurs is the inverse document frequency. Rare terms sometimes plays an important role than the most frequently occurring words. Frequent words should be given lower positive weights and rare ones with higher.

Combining these two we come up with a tf score and an idf score. We calculate these scores in the log-scale.

The log term freq. of a term t in d is defined as
\[ \log(1 + \text{tf}_{t,d}) \]  

The informativeness of a term, is measured with the log inverse frequency is defined as:

\[ \text{idf}_t = \log 10 N_d \]  

where N indicates the total number of documents in the collection. Combining the two, the tf-idf score is given by

\[ W_{t,d} = (1 + \log(1 + \text{tf}_{t,d})).\log 10 N_d \]  

With number of occurrences within a document, the tf-idf score increases.

VI. STATIC MODELS
Static models are the classic machine learning algorithms implemented with use of right features and required feature engineering.

A. Naïve bayes classifier
As the name suggests bayes means the bayes theorem and naïve means very simple.

The algorithm makes the following assumptions
1. The order of occurrence of the words makes no differences but the repetition of words does.
2. Words present in one document class is independent on the other.

How does Naïve bayes work?
Step1: Extract raw text with labeled #sarcastic or not. Perform all the necessary preprocessing steps like cleaning, stop word removal, stemming and lemmatization.

Step2: Convert the text into TF IDF vectors with scikit learn TF IDF vectorisers.

Step3: Represent each document as word and tf-idf score.

Step4: For all the documents that come under a particular label y find P(X | Y=y) and build a probabilistic model out of it

Step5: Classify it has y which more likely to generate X.

Accuracy: 67.8%
Support vector machine is well known for its remarkable property of learning independent of the dimensionality of the feature space. During text classification one has to deal with 10000 features due to which most of the text classifiers suffers due to text classification. In case of SVM it has potential to handle large number of feature spaces. The objective function of the SVM classifier is the following minimization formulation

$$\text{Min } w, b, \xi_i \sum_{i=1}^{n} \xi_i$$

subject to: $yi(w^T\Phi(x_i)+b)\geq 1-\xi_i \xi_i \geq 0$

for all $i=1,\ldots,n$ for all $i=1,\ldots,n$

Thus SVM involves solving a very large quadratic solution. SMO breaks a large Quadratic problem solving into smaller problems. These smaller problems can be solved analytically which prevents consuming large amount of time for numerical quadratic optimization. The amount of memory used in SMO is linear to the data set size. The uses of SMO for training a SVM makes it 100 times faster than a normal SVM algorithm.

VII. HYBRID MODEL IMPLEMENTATION

Hybrid model is always better approach to improve the performance of any system. It is observed that the accuracy or the performance of hybrid model is usually better as compared to the static model [4]. By Combining the capabilities of two algorithms Naïve Bayes and SVM we are proposing the Hybrid Model and the step by step implementation is given below:

Step1: Extract raw text with labeled #sarcastic or not. Perform all the necessary pre processing steps like cleaning, stop word removal, stemming and lemmatization.

Step2: Convert the text into TF IDF vectors with scikit learn TF IDF vectorisers.

Step3: Represent each document as word and tf-idf score

Step4: For all the documents that come under a particular label $y$ find $P(X \mid Y=y)$ and build a probabilistic model out of it.

Step5: Classify it as $y$ which more likely to generate $X$.

$$\hat{y} = \arg\max_y P(X \mid y) * P(y) \quad (4)$$

Step6: The obtained result is then passed to SVM in linear degree, suitable gamma value and one versus rest type of classification. The required optimization of the objective function is performed with lagrangian equation and a quadratic problem is obtained. This complex problem is solved by sequential minimal optimization which in turn means the SVM is trained by SMO.

Step7: The obtained results are better than just naïve Bayes classification.

VIII. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

The below table is the table of comparison of various static classical algorithms with the algorithms with some improvements which increases the model accuracy. Naïve Bayes classifier is simple and is based on the conditional probability. It doesn’t overfit the data and involves lesser training time with some variations.
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SVM has the problem of overfitting when the feature space is huge due to less irrelevant features. It involves classification using the calculation of TF IDF vectors. Combining both these algorithms does not lead to overfitting and would remove the irrelevant features and considers the order of wordings and semantics of a sentence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>OUR Algorithms</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>Naïve bayes algorithm TF-IDF vectorization</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Naïve bayes algorithm TF-IDF word level vectorization</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Naïve bayes algorithm TF-IDF n-gram level vectorization</td>
<td>67.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>OUR Algorithms</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>One Vs all and one Vs one classification with TF-IDF scores word level</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Well pre-processed text techniques include Lemmatization Tokenisation Stemming</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Results and comparisons

Pre-processing with various techniques including
- Stemming
- Cleaning noisy data
- Lemmatization
- Stop word removal
- Removal of non-English words

On cascading the results of naïve Bayes to SVM

Training time: 13 hrs.

Accuracy: 79.8%

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Sarcasm detection becoming one of the serious problems in the world of natural language processing. The use of hybrid models with different word embedding and pre-processing techniques is proposed in the paper. Information about different static models about how they work different and is beneficial in different aspects.
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